4pm Project Management Training and Certifications
We tailor the course to your individual needs and we adapt it so the course fits your pace and schedule. You decide when to
do the reading, when to watch the lectures and when to do your assignments. You start when you wish, and proceed at your
pace and schedule; there are no time limits or set class times. Your personal instructor, a certified PM, gives you feedback on
every assignment and answers all your questions within 24 hours. You contact your instructor directly by phone or e-mail
whenever you want. Watch the Video on how it works

Compare Us to the Competition
Institution

4PM Individual Training

1

Class size

University
Classroom Training

Computerbased Elearning (selfstudy)

University Online
Instructor-led
Training

30-100

You are alone

125+

Learning
experience

You learn the best practices in project
management and then practice on
realistic project case studies with
personal feedback on each step.

A boring slog
through memorizing
the pages of a project
dictionary (the
PMBOK). Then take
a multiple choice test.

Learn a
dictionary of
terms with
PowerPoint
slides

Learn a dictionary
of terms while you
battle dozens of
others to get a
question answered.

Presentations
& running
meetings

You meet live, in real time, with your
instructor to practice running meetings
and giving project plan presentations and
status reports to the stakeholders in your
project, role played by your
instructor. You get personal coaching
and a critique with a video of your
presentation.

A team presentation
where you present for
2 minutes and get no
feedback.

None

None

Who is your
instructor?

A PMP with 20 years of industry
experience who advises project managers
full time

Your instructor is an
academic without
real world
experience.

You have no
instructor.

The professor who
lectures has read
many books on
project
management.

Scheduling of
lectures,
assignments &
exams

You decide when to listen to lectures or
do assignments. Take up to a year to
complete the course.

Fixed university
schedule - one
semester long.

30-180 day
access

Fixed lecture dates
with 90 day access.

Instructor
contact

Unlimited private phone calls, e-mails
and video conferences

Try to catch the
instructor on breaks.

You are on
your own.

Put your question
into a chat room.

Getting your
questions
answered

Your instruction responds within 24
hours by phone, video conference or
email

Raise your hand and
hope the professor
calls on you.

Look it up
yourself.

Ask other students
or submit your
question to a chat
room.

Assignments

Case study assignments where you
interview stakeholders, define the scope,
build a schedule & give status reports

Multiple choice
questions.

Multiple
choice
questions.

Multiple choice
questions.
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